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### STUDY

Desk and sideboard
- Fowler, H W  Modern English Usage  OUP  H
- Hanks, P, ed.  The Oxford English Reference Dictionary  OUP  H
  - New Oxford Dictionary for Writers and Editors  OUP  H
- Waite, M, ed.  New Oxford Spelling Dictionary  OUP  H
  - New Hart’s Rules  OUP  H
  - Hart’s Rules  OUP  H
  - Titles and Forms of Address (11th edn)  A & C Black  H
  - Roget’s International Thesaurus  Collins  H
- Austin, T, ed.  The Times Guide to English Style and Usage  Times Books  S
  - Oxford Rules for the Preparation of Text on Microcomputers  OUP  S
- Lewis, C & J D Campbell, eds  The Oxford Atlas  OUP  H
  - The Times Atlas of the World, 11th edn  Times Books  H
- Clark, M & O Thyen, eds  Oxford German Dictionary, 3rd edn  OUP  H
  - Oxford–Hachette French Dictionary  OUP  H
- Andrews, J  The Oxford Paperback Italian Dictionary  OUP  S

Shelf 0
- Procházka, J  English-Czech and Czech-English Dictionary  Allen & Unwin  H
  - The Economist Pocket World in Figures, 2014 edn  The Economist  H
- Jago, R P, ed.  Harrap’s Pocket French and English Dictionary  Harrap  H
  - Wichmann’s Pocket Dictionary of the German and English Languages  Routledge  H
- Collier, L D  Everyday Spanish  Teach Yourself Books  S
  - Bibliography of Freedom  Centre for Policy Studies  S
- Takahashi, M  Romanized Japanese in Six Weeks  Taiseido Shobo Co. (Tokyo)  S
- Dong-A’s New Little Korean–English Dictionary  Dong-A (Seoul)  H
- Nestle, E & E, eds  Novum Testamentum Graece mit Wörterbuch  Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft (Stuttgart)  H
  - Diary and Information Digest 1983  South Africa Foundation (Johannesburg)  S
  - English-Chinese Conversation  Foreign Languages Press (Peking)  S
  - Italian in Three Months  Hugo’s Language Books  S
  - Høst’s English-Danish and Danish-English Pocket Dictionary  Høst & Søn (Copenhagen)  H
倉石武四郎  中國語辞典  岩波書店 (Tokyo)  H
Lamb, N J Collins Portuguese Gem Dictionary Collins H
Clark, J M Collins German Gem Dictionary Collins H
Mao Tse-Tung Quotations From Chairman Mao Tse-Tung Foreign Languages Press (Peking) S
Lewis, W English–Hungarian and Hungarian–English Dictionary Express Book Service H
– Hamlyn Pocket Italian Dictionary Hamlyn S
Zimmerman, O T & I Lavine Conversion Factors and Tables Industrial Research Service Inc. (Dover, N.H.) H
Bureau for Information This is South Africa Promedia Publications (Pretoria) S
– Langenscheidt’s Universal Dictionary Spanish–English English–Spanish Hodder & Stoughton S
Meurig Evans, H & W O Thomas Y Geiriaidur Bach Llyfrau’r Dryw (Llandybie, Carm.) H
Soothill, W E The Student’s Four Thousand and General Pocket Dictionary Kegan Paul (London) H
Research Lab of the Chinese Language Reform Committee 普通话三千常用辞表 文字改革出版社 (Peking) S
Quo, J C Concise English-Chinese Dictionary Charles E Tuttle Co. (Rutland, Vt.) H
Watts, N The Oxford Greek Minidictionary OUP S

Shelf 1
– Spectator magazine: 22 issues from dates between 1977 and 1980, and 2 issues from year 2000 – S
– The Coat of Arms, issues from Autumn 1993 to date The Heraldry Society S
Sampson, G R Brissac and its Mediaeval Seigneurs (4 copies) www.ruecatherine.com S
– Papworth’s Ordinary of British Armorials Heraldry Today H
Burke, B The General Armory Heraldry Today H
Humphery-Smith, C R, ed General Armory Two Tabard Press H
– Whitaker’s Almanac 2000 HMSO H

Shelf 2
Rosenfeld, L & P Morville Information Architecture for the World Wide Web O’Reilly (Sebastopol, Calif.) S
Niederst, J Web Design in a Nutshell O’Reilly (Sebastopol, Calif.) S
Kirsanov, D The Book of Inkscape No Starch Press (San Francisco) S
Pogue, D OS X Mountain Lion: the Missing Manual O’Reilly (Sebastopol, Calif.) S
Pogue, D OS X Yosemite: the Missing Manual O’Reilly (Sebastopol, Calif.) S
Wall, L et al Programming Perl O’Reilly (Sebastopol, Calif.) S
Lemay, L & R Colburn Web Publishing with HTML and CSS Sams (Indianapolis) S
– User’s Guide: Microsoft Excel Microsoft Corporation S
– User’s Guide: Microsoft Equation Editor Microsoft Corporation S
Flanagan, D Java in a Nutshell O’Reilly (Sebastopol, Calif.) S
Plum, T Learning to Program in C Prentice-Hall S
Johansson, S The Tagged LOB Corpus Users’ Manual Norwegian Computing Centre for the Humanities (Bergen) S
Kernighan, B W & R Pike The Unix Programming Environment Prentice-Hall S
Kernighan, B W & D M Ritchie The C Programming Language Prentice-Hall S
Bolsky, M I & D G Korn The Kornshell Command and Programming Language Prentice Hall S
DuBois, P Using csh and tcsh O’Reilly (Sebastopol, Calif.) S
Neuburg, M REALbasic: the definitive Guide O’Reilly (Sebastopol, Calif.) S
Holzner, S Perl Core Language: Little Black Book Coriolis (Scottsdale, Ariz.) S
Holzner, S Perl Black Book Coriolis (Scottsdale, Ariz.) S
Pierce, C Teach Yourself Perl in 24 Hours Sams (Indianapolis) S
– REALbasic 2008 Release 3 Tutorial REAL Software, Inc. (Austin, Tx.) S
– REALbasic User’s Guide REAL Software, Inc. (Austin, Tx.) S
– REALbasic Language Reference (2 vols) REAL Software, Inc. (Austin, Tx.) S
Shelf 3

- about 75 printed guides to National Trust properties and similar  
  Johansson, S Manual of Information to accompany the LOB Corpus ... Dept of English, U of Oslo  
  - Philip's Multiscale Europe George Philip Ltd  
  - Strassen: der aktuelle Auto-Atlas Deutschland & Europa Ravenstein (Frankfurt-am-Main)  

Shelf 4

Srinivasan, S Advanced Perl Programming O'Reilly (Sebastopol, Calif.)  
White, R How Computers Work Que (Indianapolis)  
Buchanan, W Mastering Computing Palgrave Macmillan  
Hahn, H & R Stout The Internet Complete Reference McGraw-Hill  
Krol, E The Whole Internet User's Guide and Catalog O'Reilly (Sebastopol, Calif.)  

LIBRARY

Shelf A1

van Laarhoven, P J M & E H L Aarts Simulated Annealing: Theory and Applications Reidel  
Abbott, B Reference OUP  
Abéïllé, A, ed. Treebanks Kluwer  
Acton, H B The Morals of Markets Longman  
Acton, J E E (Lord) History of Freedom and Other Essays Books for Libraries (Freeport, N.Y.)  
Hill, R Lord Acton Yale U P  
/Adorno, T W et al. The Positivist Dispute in German Sociology Heinemann  
Aijmer, K & B Altenberg, eds English Corpus Linguistics Longman  
Labat, R Manuel d'Epigraphie Akkadienne Imprimerie Nationale (Paris)  
Alekseev, A D et al., eds Mathematics: its Content, Methods, and Meaning (3 vols) MIT Press  
Alexander, C Notes on the Synthesis of Form Harvard  
Allen D E The Naturalist in Britain Princeton U P  
- Lingua vol. 60 nos 1-2 [includes Allen & Brink on declension sequence] North-Holland  
/Andersen, J T Linguistics and Evolution: a Developmental Approach CUP  
Andreski, S Social Sciences as Sorcery Deutsch  
Falkoff, A D & K E Iverson The APL Terminal System IBM (Yorktown Heights, N.Y.)  
Ross, D Aristotile Routledge  
Arnold, C J An Archaeology of the Early Anglo-Saxon Kingdoms Routledge  
Arnold, M Mixed Essays Smith, Elder  
ATALA Workshop Corpus Annotés pour la Syntaxe Association pour la Traitement Automatique des Langues (Paris)  
Atiyah, P S The Rise and Fall of Freedom of Contract OUP  
Atkinson, R Your Country Your Democracy Compuprint (Newcastle-upon-Tyne)  
Chadwick, H Augustine of Hippo OUP  
Austerlitz, R, ed. The Scope of American Linguistics Peter de Ridder (Lisse)  
Baayen, R H Word Frequency Distributions Kluwer  
- Linguistics vol. 29 no 5 [includes Baayen & Lieber] Mouton de Gruyter  
Baines, J, et al., eds The Disappearance of Writing Systems Equinox  
Baker, J R  Race  OUP  H

Shelf A2
Balfour, A J  Essays Speculative and Political  Hodder  H
Balfour, A J  Theism and Humanism  Hodder  H
Bamford, J, et al., eds  Variation and Change in Spoken and Written Discourse  John Benjamins  H
Barclay, H  People Without Government: an Anthropology of Anarchism  Kahn & Averill  S
Barnard, H C  A History of English Education  University of London Press  H
Barnett, C  The Audit of War: the Illusion and Reality of Britain as a Great Nation  Macmillan  S
Barralclough, G  The Origins of Modern Germany  Capricorn (New York)  S
Barry, P  Beginning Theory: an Introduction to Literary and Cultural Theory  Manchester U P  S
/Barton, D & M Hamilton  Local Literacies: Reading and Writing in One Community  Routledge  S
/Barton, D & R Ivanič, eds  Situated Literacies: Reading and Writing in Context  Routledge  S
/Barton, D & C Lee  Language Online: Investigating Digital Texts and Practices  Routledge  S
/Bates, M & R M Weischedel, eds  Challenges in Natural Language Processing  CUP  H
Bateson, P & P C & R A Hinde, eds  Growing Points in Ethology  CUP  S
/Battelle, J  The Search: How Google and its Rivals Rewrote the Rules of Business ...  Nicholas Brealey  H
Bauer, P T  Dissent on Development  Weidenfeld  S
Bauer, P T  Equality, the Third World and Economic Delusion  Methuen  S
Bauerlein, M  The Dumbest Generation  Tarcher/Penguin (New York)  S
Beckerman, W  In Defence of Economic Growth  Cape  S
Behme, C  Evaluating Cartesian Linguistics  Peter Lang (Frankfurt am Main)  H
Beinhocker, E D  The Origin of Wealth  Random House  S
(Pope) Benedict XVI  Jesus of Nazareth  Bloomsbury  H
Benedict, R  The Chrysanthemum and the Sword: Patterns of Japanese Culture  Houghton Mifflin  S
Ben-Israel, H  English Historians on the French Revolution  CUP  H
de Benoist, A  On Being a Pagan  Ultra (Atlanta, Ga.)  S
Bentham, J  A Fragment on Government  OUP  H
Bentham, J  The Principles of Morals and Legislation  Hafner (Darien, Conn.)  S
Rosselli, J  Lord William Bentinck  Chatto & Windus  H
Bergson, H  Creative Evolution  Macmillan  H
Berkeley, G  A New Theory of Vision and Other Writings  Dent  H
Berkman, A  ABC of Anarchism  Freedom Press  S
Berlin, B & P Kay  Basic Color Terms  U California Press  H
Berlin, I  Four Essays on Liberty  OUP  S

Shelf A3
Berlin, I  The Proper Study of Mankind  Farrar Straus Giroux  H
Berlin, I  The Sense of Reality  Farrar, Straus Giroux  S
Bex, A & R J Watts  Standard English  Routledge  S
/Friginals, E, ed.  25 Years of Biber’s Multi-Dimensional Analysis (Corpora vol. 8 no. 2)  Edinburgh UP  S
/Bichakjian, B H  Language in a Darwinian Perspective  Peter Lang (Frankfurt-am-Main)  S
Bingham, T  The Rule of Law  Allen Lane  H
Birkhoff, G  Lattice Theory  American Mathematical Society (Providence, R.I.)  H
Bittlestone, R  Odysseus Unbound  CUP  H
Bjerke, R. A Contrastive Study of Old German and Old Norwegian Kinship Terms (= IJAL vol 35 no 1 part II) Indiana U S
/Black, M. A Short History of Cambridge University Press CUP S
/Blackstaff, M. Business and Finance for IT People Springer S
Block, N & G Dworkin, eds The IQ Controversy Quartet S
Block, W. Defending the Undefendable Fleet (New York) S
Bloom, A. The Closing of the American Mind Penguin S
Bloom, L. The Transition From Infancy to Language CUP S
Bloomfield, L. Language Allen & Unwin H
Boas, F. Introduction to Handbook of American Indian Languages (bound with J W Powell, Indian Linguistic Families ...) U Nebraska Press (Lincoln, Neb.) S
Boas, F. Race, Language and Culture Free Press S
Bolinger, D, ed. Intonation Penguin S
Boltz, W G. The Origin and Early Development of the Chinese Writing System American Oriental Society (New Haven, Conn.) H
Adams, R J Q. Bonar Law John Murray H
Booker, C. The Real Global Warming Disaster Continuum H

Shelf A4
Booker, C & R North The Great Deception: the Secret History of the European Union Continuum H
Bootle, R. The Trouble with Europe Nicholas Brealey S
Borger, R & F Cioffi. Explanation in the Behavioural Sciences CUP H
Borst, C V, ed. The Mind–Brain Identity Theory Macmillan S
Bosanquet, B. The Philosophical Theory of the State Macmillan H
Bosanquet, N. After the New Right Heinemann S
Braithwaite, R. Scientific Explanation CUP S
Brennan, S. The NHS IT Project Radcliffe S
Brewer, J & S Staves, eds Early Modern Conceptions of Property Routledge S
Briggs, R. Witches and Neighbours: the Social and Cultural Context of European Witchcraft Harper Collins S
Brin, D. The Elements of Typographic Style Hartley & Marks (Point Roberts, Washington) S
Brittan, S. Capitalism and the Permissive Society Macmillan H
Brittain, S. The Role and Limits of Government Temple Smith S
Broadbent, D E. Behaviour Eyre & Spottiswoode H
Broadbent, D E. In Defence of Empirical Psychology Methuen H
Bromand, J & G Kreis. Gottesbeweisen Suhrkamp S
Brooks, F P. The Mythical Man-Month: Essays on Software Engineering Addison Wesley S
Brown, R. A First Language Penguin S
Brown, R. Words and Things Free Press S
Bruner, J S et al. A Study of Thinking Wiley S
Bruges Group 36 pamphlets on European issues published by Bruges Group and others S

Shelf A5
Buchanan, J M et al. The Economics of Politics IEA S
Bukharin, N et al. The Poverty of Statism Cienfuegos P (Sanday, Orkney) S
Burkitt, B et al. From Rome to Maastricht: a Reappraisal of Britain’s Membership of the European Community CIB S
Burkitt, B et al. There IS An Alternative: Britain and its Relationship with the European Union CIB S
/Burling, R The Talking Ape OUP H
Burns, A In Defence of Colonies Allen & Unwin H
Burrow, J W Whigs and Liberals OUP H
Butcher, H J Human Intelligence Methuen H
Cahill, M & K Rice, eds Developing Orthographies for Unwritten Languages SIL International (Dallas, Tex.) S
/Calvert, P The Concept of Class Hutchinson H
Calvet, L-J Language Wars and Linguistic Politics OUP H
Cameron, D Verbal Hygiene Routledge S
/Campbell, D & S Connor On the Record: Surveillance, Computers and Privacy Michael Joseph S
Campbell-Kelly, M From Airline Reservations to Sonic the Hedgehog: a History of the Software Industry MIT Press H
/Carney, E A Survey of English Spelling Routledge H
Carr, N Does IT Matter? Harvard Business School H
Smith, H & P Finger IT Doesn't Matter – Business Processes Do Meghan-Kiffer (Tampa, Fla.) S
Carrascos, R C & J Oncina, eds Grammatical Inference and Applications [contains Dennis, Wallington, & GRS] Springer S
Carritt, E F Morality and Politics OUP H
Carruthers, P & J Boucher, eds Language and Thought CUP S
/Carter, R Language and Creativity Routledge S
Carter, C Higher Education for the Future Blackwell S
Carter, S Twentieth Century Type Designers W W Norton H
Castronova, E Synthetic Worlds: the Business and Culture of Online Games Chicago H
Catlin, G A History of the Political Philosophers Allen & Unwin H
/Cellan-Jones, R Dot.bomb: the Rise and Fall of Dot.com Britain Aurum S
Ceram, C W Gods, Graves and Scholars Book Club Associates H
Chadwick, J The Decipherment of Linear B CUP H
Chadwick, J Linear B and Related Scripts British Museum Press S
/Chaffey, D E-Business and E-Commerce Management Prentice-Hall S
Chalmers, D J The Conscious Mind OUP H
Chamberlain, M E Britain and India: the Interaction of Two Peoples David & Charles (Newton Abbot) H
Chapman, L Your Disobedient Servant Chatto & Windus H
Chappell, V C, ed. The Philosophy of Mind Prentice-Hall S
Carlton, C Charles I Routledge H
Charlton, M & A Moncrieff Many Reasons Why: the American Involvement in Vietnam Scolar Press S
Cherry, C On Human Communication MIT Press S
Chiang Yee Chinese Calligraphy Harvard U P H
Chipere, N Understanding Complex Sentences Palgrave H

Shelf A6
Chomsky, A N Aspects of the Theory of Syntax MIT Press H
Chomsky, A N Cartesian Linguistics (original edn) Harper & Row H
/Chomsky, A N Cartesian Linguistics (3rd edn) CUP S
Chomsky, A N Current Issues in Linguistic Theory Mouton S
/Chomsky, A N Deferring Democracy Vintage S
Chomsky, A N Language and Mind Harcourt Brace & World S
Chomsky, A N Language and Mind (enlarged edn) Harcourt Brace & World S
Chomsky, A N Language and Responsibility Harvester H
Chomsky, A N The Logical Structure of Linguistic Theory Plenum (New York) H
Chomsky, A N Reflections on Language Temple Smith H
Chomsky, A N Rules and Representations Blackwell H
Allen, J P B & P Van Buren Chomsky: Selected Readings OUP S
Chomsky, A N Studies on Semantics in Generative Grammar Mouton S
Chomsky, A N Syntactic Structures Mouton S
Chomsky, A N Topics in the Theory of Generative Grammar Mouton S
Chomsky, A N & M Halle The Sound Pattern of English Harper & Row H
/Chomsky, A N & E S Herman After the Cataclysm: Postwar Indochina and the Reconstruction of Imperial
Ideology Spokesman (Nottingham) S
Barsky, R F Noam Chomsky MIT Press H
Cohn, W The Hidden Alliances of Noam Chomsky Americans for a Safe Israel (New York) S
Collier, P & D Horowitz, eds The Anti Chomsky Reader Encounter Books S
Harman, G, ed On Noam Chomsky Anchor (Garden City, N.Y.) S
Lyons, J Chomsky Fontana S
McGilvray, J Chomsky Polity (Cambridge) H
Smith, N V Chomsky CUP S
Christensen, C M The Innovator’s Dilemma: When New Technologies Cause Great Firms to Fail Harvard Business
School H
Christiansen, M H & N Chater Creating Language: Integrating Evolution, Acquisition, and Processing MIT Press
H
朱熹, ed. 楚辭集注 中華書局 (Hong Kong) S
Ch’ü T’ung-Tsu Han Social Structure U Washington P H
/Christie, S The Christie File Cienfuegos P (Sandy, Orkney) S
Christie, S & A Meltzer The Floodgates of Anarchy Kahn & Averill S
郭慶藩, ed. 莊子集釋 (4 vols) 中華書局 (Peking) S
王弼 & 賽庚伯, eds 周易王解注 新興書局 (Taipei) S
Jenkins, R Churchill Pan S

Shelf A7
Clair, C A History of European Printing Academic Press H
Clifford, A H & G B Preston The Algebraic Theory of Semigroups, vol. 1 American Mathematical Society
(Providence, R.I.) H
Clark, C Iron Kingdom: the Rise and Downfall of Prussia Penguin S
Clark, S Thinking with Demons: the Idea of Witchcraft in Early Modern Europe OUP H
/Clastres, P Society Against the State Blackwell H
Clifford, J L Man versus Society in Eighteenth-Century Britain CUP H
/Clopp, E The Story of the Alphabet D Appleton (New York) H
Clutton-Brock, T H & P H Harvey, eds Readings in Sociobiology W H Freeman (Reading) S
Coase, R H The Firm, the Market, and the Law Chicago S
Williamson, O E & S G Winter, eds The Nature of the Firm [a collection relating to Coase’s article] OUP S
/Coates, R The Ancient and Modern Names of the Channel Islands Paul Watkins (Stamford) S
Coates, R et al. Celtic Voices English Places Shaun Tyas (Stamford) H
Coats, A W The Classical Economists and Economic Policy Methuen S
Cobban, A English University Life in the Middle Ages UCL Press S
Coe, M D Breaking the Maya Code Thames & Hudson H
Cohen, L J The Diversity of Meaning Methuen H
Cohen, L J The Implications of Induction Methuen H
/Cohen, P R et al., eds Intentions in Communication MIT Press H
Colish, M Medieval Foundations of the Western Intellectual Tradition 400–1400 Yale H
Collier, P Exodus: Immigration and Multiculturalism ... Allen Lane H
Collingwood, R G G An Autobiography OUP S
Collingwood, R G G The Idea of History OUP S
Collingwood, R G G Metaphysics OUP H
Collins, R Early Medieval Europe 300–1000 Macmillan H
/Colman, F The Grammar of Names in Anglo-Saxon England OUP H
Comrie, B Language Universals and Linguistic Typology Blackwell S
Connolly, B The Rotten Heart of Europe: the Dirty War for Europe’s Money Faber & Faber H
Cook, V J & M Newman  Chomsky's Universal Grammar  Blackwell  S

Shelf A8
Copeland, B J et al  Colossus: the secrets of Bletchley Park’s codebreaking computers  OUP  S
Couper-Kuhlen, E  English Speech Rhythm  John Benjamins  H
/Couper-Kuhlen, E & M Selting, eds  Prosody in Conversation  CUP  H
Courtois, S et al.  Le Livre noir du communisme  Laffont (Paris)  S
Coveney, P & R Highfield  The Arrow of Time: ... Science’s Greatest Mystery  Flamingo  S
Cowart, W  Experimental Syntax  Sage  S
Cowie, F  What’s Within? Nativism Reconsidered  OUP  S
Cox, B  The Great Betrayal [re the Black Papers on education]  Chapmans  H
Cringeley, R X  Accidental Empires: How the Boys of Silicon Valley Make Their Millions ... [history of microcomputers]  Penguin  S
Critchley, J  The Palace of Varieties: an Insider’s View of Westminster  Faber  S
Crook, J H  The Evolution of Human Consciousness  OUP  H
Crystal, D  Linguistic Controversies  Arnold  H
Crystal, D & R Quirk  Systems of Prosodic and Paralinguistic Features in English  Mouton  S
/Culicover, P W  Explaining Syntax  OUP  H
Cunliffe, B  Britain Begins  OUP  H
Currie, R  Industrial Politics  OUP  H
Curry, H R  A Theory of Formal Deducibility  U Notre Dame (Notre Dame, Ind.)  S
Dale, P N  The Myth of Japanese Uniqueness  Croom Helm  H
Darwin, C  The Descent of Man  John Murray  H
Darwin, C  Journal of Researches  Grand Colosseum Warehouse Co. (Glasgow)  H
Desmond, A & J Moore  Darwin  Penguin  S
Date, C J  An Introduction to Database Systems  Addison Wesley  S
LePore, E, ed.  Truth and Interpretation: Perspectives on the Philosophy of Donald Davidson  Blackwell  S
/Davidson, J  Courtesans and Fishcakes: the Consuming Passions of Classical Athens  St Martin’s Press  H
Davies, J  Hanes Cymru  Penguin  S
Davies, J A  Life Unfolding  OUP  H

Shelf B1
Davies, N & R Moorhouse  Microcosm: Portrait of a Central European City [Breslau]  Cape  H
Dawkins, R  The Blind Watchmaker  Longman  H
Dawkins, R  The Extended Phenotype  OUP  S
Dawkins, R  The Selfish Gene  OUP  H
Dawkins, R  River Out of Eden: a Darwinian View of Life  Weidenfeld  S
Dawson, R, ed  The Legacy of China  OUP  H
/Dell, M  Direct From Dell  Harper  S
DeMarco, T & T Lister  Peopleware  Dorset House (New York)  S
Denbigh, K C  An Inventive Universe  Hutchinson  H
/Dennett, D C  Darwin’s Dangerous Idea  Allen Lane  S
/Dennett, D C  Consciousness Explained  Penguin  S
Deutscher, G  Syntactic Change in Akkadian  OUP  H
Deutscher, G  Through the Language Glass  Arrow Books  S
Deutscher, G  The Unfolding of Language  Heinemann  H
Diamond, J  Guns, Germs and Steel  Vintage  S
Dibbell, J  My Tiny Life: Crime and Passion in a Virtual World  Fourth Estate  S
Dibbell, J  Play Money  Basic Books  H
DiBona, C et al., eds  Open Sources  O'Reilly (Sebastopol, Calif.)  S
Farnelo, G  The Strangest Man [re Paul Dirac]  Faber  H
Diringer, D  The Alphabet (2 vols)  Hutchinson  H
Dockrell, B, ed. On Intelligence Methuen H
Donkin, R Blood Sweat and Tears: the Evolution of Work Texere (New York) S
Public Record Office Domedays 1086–1986: An Exhibition to Celebrate the 900th Anniversary Millbank Publications S
Dore, R The Diploma Disease: Education, Qualification and Development Allen & Unwin S
Downing, J & Che Kan Leong Psychology of Reading Macmillan H
Doyle, W The Oxford History of the French Revolution OUP H
Driver, G R Semitic Writing from Pictograph to Alphabet British Academy H
Drucker, P F Managing in the Next Society Butterworth H
Drucker, P F On the Profession of Management Harvard Business School H
Duffy, E The Stripping of the Altars: Traditional Religion in England 1400–1580 Yale S
Dugard, J Human Rights and the South African Legal Order Princeton H

Shelf B2
/Dunlop, C & R Kling, eds Computerization and Controversy Academic P S
Dunn, J Setting the People Free: the Story of Democracy Atlantic Books H
Durkheim, E The Elementary Forms of the Religious Life Allen & Unwin S
Durkheim, E The Rules of Sociological Method Free Press S
Durkheim, E Le Suicide Quadrige (Paris) S
Easterly, W The Elusive Quest for Growth MIT Press S
Easterly, W The White Man’s Burden [on the failure of overseas aid] Penguin H
Ehrman, M The Meanings of the Modals in Present-Day American English Mouton S
Eichrodt, W Theology of the Old Testament (2 vols) SCM Press H
Eisenstein, E L The Printing Press as an Agent of Change CUP S
Ellis, A W Reading, Writing and Dyslexia Lawrence Erlbaum S
Ellis, N C & D Larsen-Freeman Language as a Complex Adaptive System Wiley-Blackwell S
Symonds, M Softwar [re Larry Ellison and Oracle] Simon & Schuster H
Elman, J L et al. Rethinking Innateness MIT Press S
Elitzbacher, P Anarchism Books for Libraries Press (Plainview, N.Y.) H
Elvin, M The Retreat of the Elephants: an Environmental History of China Yale S
Empson, W Seven Types of Ambiguity Penguin S
/Schoeck, R J Erasmus of Europe (2 vols) Edinburgh U P H
Erixon, F & B Weigel The Innovation Illusion: How So Little is Created by So Many Working So Hard Yale U P H
Erneling, C E Understanding Language Acquisition SUNY Press H
Evans, E J, ed. Social Policy 1830–1914 Routledge S
/Evans, H They Made America: ... Two Centuries of Innovators Little, Brown S
Evans, M Killing Thinking: the Death of the Universities Continuum S
/Evans, V The Crucible of Language CUP S
Evans, V The Language Myth CUP S
Everett, D Don’t Sleep, There Are Snakes: Life and Language in the Amazonian Jungle Profile S
/Fairclough, N New Labour, New Language? Routledge S
Faurisson, R Mémoire en Défense Vieuille Taupe (Paris) S
Feigl, H & W Sellars, eds Readings in Philosophical Analysis Appleton Century Crofts H
Feiling, K A History of England Book Club Assocs H
馮志偉 權力語言學 知識出版 (Shanghai) S
Ferguson, A An Essay on the History of Civil Society Edinburgh U P S
Ferguson, N Empire: How Britain Made the Modern World Penguin H
Ferns, H S The Disease of Government Temple Smith H
Ferry, G A Computer Called Leo Fourth Estate H

Shelf B3
Feyerabend, P Against Method Verso S
Feyerabend, P Science in a Free Society NLB H
Feynman, R P  The Character of Physical Law  Penguin  S
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Lester, R M The Observer’s Book of Weather Frederick Warne H
Rose, F The Observer’s Book of Grasses, Sedges and Rushes Frederick Warne H
- Edward Ardizzone: a Retrospective Exhibition Victoria & Albert Museum S
Sergeant, P Money Matters Bancroft H

Shelf M2ab
- Whitaker’s Almanac 1954 Whitaker’s Almanac H
Wavell, A P Other Men’s Flowers Cape H
Chaucer, G Complete Works OUP H
Donne, J The Poems of John Donne OUP H
Milne, A A When We were Very Young Methuen H
Rilke, R M Ausgewählte Gedichte Insel-Verlag H
Rilke, R M Der ausgewählten Gedichte anderer Teil Insel-Verlag H
Shakespeare, W Works (6 vols) William Clowes H
Thompson, F Selected Poems Methuen H
Waley, A One Hundred and Seventy Chinese Poems Constable H
Wordsworth, W Poetical Works OUP H
Bede, C The Adventures of Mr Verdant Green Routledge H
Carroll, L Through the Looking-Glass Macmillan H
Grossmith, G & W The Diary of a Nobody Book Society H
Malory, T Mort d’Arthure Routledge H
Paton, A Cry, the Beloved Country Reprint Society H
Paton, A Too Late the Phalarope Frederick Cannon (Cape Town) H
Sayers, D L A Treasury of Sayers Stories Gollancz H
Waugh, E  The Loved One  Chapman & Hall  H
Pine, L G  Heraldry and Genealogy  Teach Yourself  H
Brown, I, ed.  A Book of England  Collins  H
McKenney, R & R Bransten  Here's England  Rupert Hart-Davis  H
Collins, W  Rambles Beyond Railways  Westaway Books  H
Chiang Yee  The Silent Traveller in the Yorkshire Dales  Methuen  H
Bury, J B  A History of Greece  Macmillan  H
Morton, H V  In Search of South Africa  Methuen  H
Waddell, H  Peter Abelard  Reprint Society  H
Benson, A C  From a College Window  Nelson  H
Burney, F  The Diary of Fanny Burney  Dent  H
Čapek, K  Letters From England  Geoffrey Bles  H
Huizinga, J  Erasmus of Rotterdam  Phaidon  H
Shulman, N  A Rage for Rock Gardening [on Reginald Farrer]  Short Books  H
Macaulay, T  Biographical, Critical, & Miscellaneous Essays and Poetical Works  Grand Colosseum Warehouse  H
Macaulay, T  Essays: Historical and Literary  Grand Colosseum Warehouse (Glasgow)  H
Trevelyan, G O  Life and Letters of Lord Macaulay  Longmans, Green  H
Southey, R  The Life of Nelson  Frederick Warne  H
Ruskin, J  Unto This Last  Dent  H
Thackeray, W M  The Book of Snobs  Richard Edward King  H
Wells, H G  Mr Belloch Objects  Watts & Co  S
Belloch, H  Mr Belloch Still Objects  Sheed and Ward  S
Cornford, F M  Microcosmographia Academica  MainSail Press (Cambridge)  H
Gracchus  Your M.P.  Gollancz  H
Aichele, D  Was blüht denn da?  Kosmos (Stuttgart)  S
Fowke, F R  The Bayeux Tapestry  Bell  H
Cooke, S  This Motoring  Automobile Association  H
Daglish, E F  The Seaside Nature Book  Dent  H

Shelf M3ab
Gibbon, E  Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire (vols 1–4 of 6)  Dent  H
Cobbett, W  Rural Rides, vol. I  Reeves and Turner  H
Dobson, W  Rambles by the Ribble  Bowland Publishers (Gisburn)  S
Murray, G et al, eds  The Legacy of Greece  Clarendon  H
Pakenham, T  The Scramble for Africa  Abacus  S
Chapman, R W  Johnsonian and Other Essays and Reviews  Clarendon  H
Hodgkin, T  Charles the Great  Macmillan  H
Clark, A  Diaries (3 vols)  Phoenix  S
Fleming, P  News From Tartary  Cape  H
Gill, E  Autobiography  Right Book Club  H
Gross, J  The Rise and Fall of the Man of Letters  Elephant Paperbacks (Chicago)  S
Boswell, J  Life of Johnson  OUP  H
Kipling, R  Something of Myself  Macmillan  H
Lamb, C  Essays of Elia  Walter Scott  H
Leigh Fermor, P  A Time of Gifts  Penguin  S
Leigh Fermor, P  Between the Woods and the Water  Penguin  S
Leigh Fermor, P  The Broken Road  John Murray  S
Paul, L  Sir Thomas More  Faber  H
Raverat, G  Period Piece  Readers Union  H
Reed, D  Insanity Fair  Cape  H
Rolph, C H  Further Particulars  OUP  S
Rouart, J-M  Adieu à la France qui s’en va  Grasset (Paris)  S
Sassoon, S Memoirs of a Fox-Hunting Man Right Book Club H
Shute, N Slide Rule Readers Union H
Smith, S Works Longmans, Green H
Southey, R Letters From England Cresset Press H
Stevenson, R L Virginibus Puerisque and Other Papers Chatto & Windus H
Thackeray, W M Catherine, etc. OUP H
Thackeray, W M Christmas Books Smith, Elder H
Thackeray, W M Roundabout Papers, Etc. Smith, Elder H
Thomas, E The Heart of England Dent H
Turner, T The Diary of a Village Shopkeeper Folio Society H
Hennessy, J P Anthony Trollope Penguin S
Williams, E The Wooden Horse Collins H
Woodforde, J The Diary of a Country Parson OUP S

Shelf M4ab
Jacobs, J, ed. Celtic Fairy Tales Studio Editions S
Marriott, J W, ed Great Modern British Plays Harrap H
Milton, J Poetical Works OUP H
Amis, K The Biographer’s Moustache Flamingo H
Amis, K Russian Hide and Seek Hutchinson H
Balzac, H The Country Doctor Caxton Publishing Co H
Gray, A Tedium Brief Tales of Granta and Gramarye Heffer (Cambridge) H
Marriott, F The Mission Rex Collings H
Meredith, G The Egoist Bodley Head H
Priestley, J B Angel Pavement Heinemann H
Priestley, J B The Good Companions Heinemann H
Surtees, R S Jorrocks’ Jaunts and Jollities R.S. Surtees Society (Nunney, nr Frome) H
Bowthorpe, R S et al. An Armorial for Westmorland and Lonsdale Lake District Museum Trust (n.p.) H
Brooke-Little, J P An Heraldic Alphabet Robson Books S
Pine, L G The Story of Heraldry Country Life H
Payne, R The Crusades Robert Hale S
Colley, L Britons Pimlico S
Hume, D History of England (3 vols) Grand Colosseum Warehouse Co (Glasgow) H
Johnson, P The Offshore Islanders Phœnix S
Elton, G The English Blackwell H
Coulton, G G Medieval Panorama CUP H
Weir, A The Wars of the Roses Jonathan Cape S
Turberville, A S, ed. Johnson’s England (2 vols) OUP H
Bond, B The Unquiet Western Front CUP H
Hay, I The First Hundred Thousand Seeley Service H
Lamb, R The Macmillan Years John Murray S
Hill, C P The History of Bristol Grammar School Pitman H
Hayman, R, ed. My Cambridge Robson Books H
White, R J Cambridge Life Eyre & Spottiswoode H
Crook, A C Penrose to Cripps St John’s College Cambridge H
Balsdon, D Oxford Life Eyre & Spottiswoode H
Beadle, M These Ruins Are Inhabited Robert Hale H

Shelf M5ab
Chiang Yee The Silent Traveller in Oxford Methuen H
Morris, J Oxford Faber H
Thwaite, A, ed. My Oxford Robson Books S
Abse, J, ed. My LSE Robson Books H
Vale, E North Country Batsford H
Peel, E & P Southern The Trials of the Lancashire Witches Hendon Publishing (Nelson, Lancs.) S
Pownall, D Between Ribble and Lune Gollancz H
Chiang Yee The Silent Traveller; a Chinese Artist in Lakeland Country Life H
Home, G Yorkshire A & C Black H
Dewhirst, I Yorkshire Through the Years Batsford H
Walker, G The Costume of Yorkshire Caliban Books (Firle, Sussex) H
Woodham-Smith, C The Great Hunger [Irish potato famine] Hamish Hamilton H
Schama, S Citizens Penguin S
Fournier, G & A Heintz Opération Aquatint OREP (Cully/Calvados) S
Dändliker, K A Short History of Switzerland Swan Sonnenschein H
Rebeaud, L La Suisse, une démocratie en panne L’Age d’Homme (Lausanne) S
Peyrot, F La Suisse en transparence Editions du ‘Journal de Genève’ S
Steinberg, J Why Switzerland? CUP S
— Les étrangers en Suisse ‘Etre Solidaires’ (Bern) S
Barber, B R The Death of Communal Liberty Princeton H
Glover, T R From Pericles to Philip Methuen H
Gann, L H & P Duignan Why South Africa Will Survive Tafelberg (Cape Town) H
Mockford, J The Golden Land A & C Black H
Rich, P B White Power and the Liberal Conscience Manchester University Press H
Cope, J South Africa Ernest Benn S
Davenport, T R H South Africa: a Modern History Macmillan S
Guy, J The Destruction of the Zulu Kingdom Ravan Press (Braamfontein) S
Ingram, E, ed. Two Views of British India Adams & Dart H
Endacott, G B A History of Hong Kong OUP S
Jacobs, E Kingsley Amis Hodder & Stoughton S
Goldsmith, M Sage Hutchinson H
Hyde, H M Norman Birkett Reprint Society H
White, M The Pope and the Heretic Little, Brown H
Cadogan, M The Woman Behind William Macmillan S
Waugh, E Edmund Campion Catholic Book Club H
McKitterick, R Charlemagne CUP S
Buchan, J Oliver Cromwell Hodder & Stoughton H
Cruse, A The Englishman and His Books in the Early 19th Century Harrap H
Woolley, B The Queen’s Conjuror Harper Collins H
Horwitz, S The Find of a Lifetime Phoenix Press S
Feynman, R P ‘What Do You Care What Other People Think?’ Unwin Hyman H

Shelf M6ab

Froissart, J Froissart’s Chronicles Penguin S
Reston, J Galileo Cassell S
Butler, E M Heinrich Heine Hogarth Press H
Warren, W L Henry II Yale Univ. Press S
Jackson, H The Anatomy of Bibliomania Faber and Faber H
Jackson, H Bookman’s Holiday Faber and Faber H
Jones, L E A Victorian Boyhood Macmillan H
Jones, L E An Edwardian Youth Macmillan H
Jones, L E Georgian Afternoon Rupert Hart-Davis H
Lamb, C The Works of Charles and Mary Lamb, vol. 1 Methuen H
Macqueen-Pope, W Twenty Shillings in the Pound Hutchinson H
Somerset Maugham, S Ten Novels and Their Authors Heinemann H
Mitford, J Hons and Rebels Gollancz H
Massingberd, H Daydream Believer Macmillan H
Chambers, R W Thomas More Cape H
MacCarthy, F William Morris Faber S
Keane, J Tom Paine Bloomsbury S
Ransome, A Autobiography Cape H
Brogan, H The Life of Arthur Ransome Cape H
Rolph, C H Living Twice Quality Book Club H
Roberts, A Salisbury Phoenix S
Sitwell, O Left Hand, Right Hand! (5 vols.) Macmillan H
Panter-Downes, M At the Pines Hamish Hamilton H
Martin, R B Tennison Faber S
Thatcher, M The Downing Street Years HarperCollins S
Robinson, A The Man Who Deciphered Linear B Thames & Hudson H
Anderson, D & P Mullen, eds Faking It The Social Affairs Unit (n.p.) H
Blake, L L The Prince and the Professor Shepheard Walwyn S
Craig, D Plundering the Public Sector Constable S
Dalrymple, T Our Culture, What’s Left of it Ivan R Dee (Chicago) H
Frazer J G The Golden Bough (Abridged edn) Macmillan H

Shelf M7ab
This shelf contains 41 bound half-year volumes of ‘Punch’ for various dates between Jul-Dec 1847 and Jul-Dec 1938.

Shelf R1
Ashton, J Social Life in the Reign of Queen Anne Chatto & Windus H
Cecil, H Not Such an Ass Hutchinson H
Dearmer, P The Parson’s Handbook OUP H
Farrer, A Saving Belief Hodder and Stoughton H
Gove, M Celsius 7-7 Weidenfeld H
Graves, R The White Goddess Faber S
Herbert Ap Well, Anyhow ... Methuen H
Hyde Hm United in Crime Quality Book Club H
   – The I Ching Routledge H
Joad C E M The Adventures of the Young Soldier in Search of a Better World Faber H
MacKinnon D M et al Objections to Christian Belief Constable H
Oborne, P The Rise of Political Lying Free Press S
Opie, I & P The Lore and Language of Schoolchildren OUP S
Beattie, O & J Geiger Frozen in Time: the Fate of the Franklin Expedition Bloomsbury S
Glob P V The Bog People Paladin S
Grigson, G The Shell Country Book Phoenix H
Chiang Yee The Chinese Eye Methuen H
Hadfield, M Everyman’s Wild Flowers and Trees Dent H
Prozesky O P M A Field Guide to the Birds of Southern Africa Collins H
   – Soogdiere van die Krugerwildtuin National Parks Board of South Africa (Pretoria) S
Anstey, F Humour and Fantasy (Vice Versa, etc.) John Murray H

Shelf R2
Graves, R The Greek Myths, 2 vols Folio Society H
Hitchens, P The Abolition of Britain Quartet H
Honey J R de S Tom Brown’s Universe Millington H
Jenkins, S Accountable to None: the Tory nationalization of Britain Hamish Hamilton H
Jennings, H Pandæmonium 1660–1886: the coming of the machine as seen by contemporary observers André Deutsch H
Massingham, H J The Faith of a Fieldsman Museum P H [not DHRd]
Lees Milne, J, ed The National Trust Batsford H
Lennard, R, ed Englishmen at Rest and Play OUP H
Phillips, M All Must Have Prizes Little, Brown H
Phillips, M Londonistan Gibson Square H
Riddell, P Honest Opportunism Hamish Hamilton S
Ross, N Crime Biteback H
Sampson, A Company Man HarperCollins S
Spufford, F Backroom Boys: the secret return of the British boffin Faber H
Lancaster, O A Cartoon History of Architecture Book Club Associates H
Day, J W Marshland Adventure Harrap H
Stevenson R L Travels with a Donkey Folio Society H
Keir, D, ed Golden Milestone: Fifty Years of the Automobile Association AA H
Spindler, K The Man in the Ice Weidenfeld S

Shelf R3
Fitzhugh T V H The Dictionary of Genealogy A & C Black H
Arlott, J The Coloured Counties Dent H
Lawrence T E The Odyssey of Homer OUP H
Opie, I & P The Oxford Dictionary of Nursery Rhymes OUP S
Edwards G B The Book of Ebenezer Le Page Hamish Hamilton H
Malory, T Tales of King Arthur Book Club Associates H
Mortimer, J Rumpole and the Penge Bungalow Murders Penguin Viking H
Sayers, D L & J Paton Walsh Thrones, Dominions Hodder & Stoughton H
Scott-Giles, C W, ed Boutell’s Heraldry Warne H
Cole, H Heraldry: Decoration and Floral Forms Bracken Books H
Fox-Davies A C Complete Guide to Heraldry Nelson H
Scott-Giles C W The Romance of Heraldry Dent H
Wagner A R A Catalogue of English Mediaeval Rolls of Arms Society of Antiquaries H
Wagner A R Rolls of Arms, Henry III Society of Antiquaries H
Wagner A R Historic Heraldry of Britain Phillimore H
Woodcock, T & J M Robinson The Oxford Guide to Heraldry OUP S
Huxford J F Arms of Sussex Families Phillimore H
Thomas, L The Hidden Places of Britain Arlington Books H

Shelf R4
– The Story of the British People in Pictures Odhams Press H
Milsted, D Brewer’s Anthology of England and the English Cassell H
Moffat, A Arthur and the Lost Kingdoms Weidenfeld H
Tolstoy, N The Quest for Merlin Hamish Hamilton H
Ross, C The Wars of the Roses Thames and Hudson H
Moorhouse, G The Pilgrimage of Grace Weidenfeld H
Miller, E Portrait of a College [St John’s College, Cambridge] CUP H
Crook, A C From the Foundation to Gilbert Scott St John’s College, Cambridge H
Laing, L & J The Picts and the Scots Sutton Publishing (Stroud) H
Magan, W The Story of Ireland Element (Shaftesbury) H
Pakenham, T The Boer War Jonathan Ball (Johannesburg) H
Warburg, F All Authors are Equal Hutchinson H
Beeson, T The Bishops SCM Press H
Beeson, T The Canons SCM Press H
Beeson, T The Deans SCM Press H
Tomalin, C Jane Austen Viking H
Norman, J  Edmund Burke  Collins  H
Morris, S et al. Charles Darwin at Down House  English Heritage  S
Chaney, L  Elizabeth David  Macmillan  H

Shelf R5
Starkey, D  Elizabeth: Apprenticeship  Chatto & Windus  H
MacCarthy, F  Eric Gill  Faber  H
Clark, R W  The Huxleys  Heinemann  H
Lycett, A  Rudyard Kipling  Weidenfeld  H
Crouch, D  William Marshal  Longman  H
Bowker, G  George Orwell  Little, Brown  H
Brown, D  Palmerston  Yale UP  H
Hill, R  God's Architect: Pugin & the Building of Romantic Britain  Penguin  H
Aubrey, J  Brief Lives  Folio Society  H
Barker, J  Wordsworth: a Life  Viking  H
Gathorne-Hardy, J  The Old School Tie  Viking  H
Marr, A  Ruling Britannia  Michael Joseph  H
MacCarthy, F  All Things Bright and Beautiful: Design in Britain 1830 to Today  U of Toronto Press  H
Osborne, H, ed  The Oxford Companion to the Decorative Arts  OUP  H

Shelf R6
Housman, A E  A Shropshire Lad, illus. by Piers Browne  Ashford Press (Shedfield, Hants.)  H
Moyle, T  The County Maps of Old England  Studio Editions  H
Gwynn-Jones, P  The Art of Heraldry  Parkgate Books  H
Thorburn, A  The Complete Illustrated Thorburn's Birds  Wordsworth Editions (Ware, Herts.)  H
Binski, P & S Panayotova, eds  The Cambridge Illuminations: Ten Centuries of Book Production in the
Medieval West  Harvey Miller  S
Foster, J  The Dictionary of Heraldry: Feudal Coats of Arms and Pedigrees  Bracken Books  H
Fox-Davies, A C  The Art of Heraldry: an Encyclopaedia of Armory  Bloomsbury Books  H
Browne, P  Wensleydale: Etchings and Verse  Ashford Buchan & Enright (Leatherhead, Surrey)  H
-  AA Illustrated Guide to Britain's Coast  Drive Publications  H
Siviter, R  The Settle to Carlisle  Bloomsbury Books  H
Nisbet, A  A System of Heraldry, 2 vols  T & A Constable  H
Cinnamon, G  Rudolf Koch: Letterer, Type Designer, Teacher  Oak Knoll Press (New Castle, Delaware)  H
Parry, L, ed.  William Morris  Philip Wilson Publishers  S
Atterbury, P & C Wainwright, eds  Pugin: a Gothic Passion  Yale U P  S
Wilton, A & A Lyles  The Great Age of British Watercolours  Royal Academy  S
Harrod, T  The Crafts in Britain in the 20th Century  Yale U P  H
Rosenfeld, J & A Smith  Millais  Tate Publishing  S
Hawkes, J  The Garden of England from the Air  Ted Smart (St Helens)  H

Cilla's case

Shelf P1
/Abbott, E A  Flatland  Barnes & Noble  S
Albert, W  The Turnpike Road System in England 1663–1840  CUP  S
Alcock, L  Arthur's Britain: history and archaeology AD 367–634  Penguin  S
Stashower, D  Tell of Tales: the Life of A Conan Doyle  Penguin  S
Barnes, J  Arthur and George [Conan Doyle and the Edalji case]  Vintage  S

Shelf P2
/Corrigan, G  Mud, Blood and Poppycock: Britain and the First World War  Cassell  S
Cottingham, J  Why Believe?  Continuum  S
Crossley-Holland, K  The Penguin Book of Norse Myths  Penguin  S
Dante  Hell (tr. Sayers)  Penguin  S
Lewis, R W B  Dante: a Life  Phoenix  S
Daudy, P  Les Anglais Headline  S
/Davis, A  Let's Eat Right to Keep Fit  Unwin  S
Deedes, W F  Brief Lives  Pan  S
Deedes, W F  Dear Bill  Pan  S
Devlin, K  The Millennium Problems  Basic Books  H
Foreman, A  Georgiana Duchess of Devonshire  Flamingo  S
Tomalin, C  The Invisible Woman: the Story of Nelly Ternan and Charles Dickens  Penguin  S
/Diggle, J  Cambridge Orations 1982–1993, a Selection  CUP  S
Bradford, S  Disraeli Grafton  S
Dowden, A  The Pocket Guide to Vitamins  Pan  S
Durrell, L  Prospero's Cell  Faber  S
Barber, R  Edward III and the Triumph of England  Penguin  S
Engel, M  Engel's England Profile  S
Eysenck, H J & D K B Nias  Astrology: Science or Superstition?  Penguin  S
Farmelo, G, ed  It Must Be Beautiful: great equations of modern science  Granta  S
Fielding, A H & P F Haworth  Upland Habitats  Routledge  S
Finkel, I  The Ark Before Noah  Hodder & Stoughton  H
Lady (W) Fortescue  Perfume From Provence  Black Swan  S
Fougasse  The Luck of the Draw  Methuen  H
Fountaine, M  Love Among the Butterflies [diaries of Margaret Fountaine]  Penguin  S
Mitchell, L G  Charles James Fox  Penguin  S
Fox, J  White Mischief [Earl of Erroll Kenyan murder mystery]  Penguin  S
Frayn, M  At Bay in Gear Street  Fontana  S
Frude, N  The Robot Inheritance  Century  S
Armitage, S  Sir Gawain and the Green Knight  Faber  S
/Gellhorn, M  The View From the Ground  Granta  S
Forster, L ed  The Penguin Book of German Verse  Penguin  S
Gibson, G  Enemy Coast Ahead  Pan  S
Gilmour, D  The Ruling Caste: Imperial lives in the Victorian Raj  John Murray  H
Gladwell, M  The Tipping Point  Abacus  S
/Goad, T W  Just a Country Solicitor  Dalesman Books (Clapham, Yorks.)  S
Golding, W  The Hot Gates  Harvest  S
Gray, M  Sod 70!  Bloomsbury  H
Crask, P  Grenada, Carriacou, Petit Martinique  Bradt Travel Guides  S
Hannan, D  How We Invented Freedom  Head of Zeus  H
Tomalin, C  Thomas Hardy: the Time-Torn Man  Penguin  S
Harvey-Jones, J  Troubleshooter  BBC  S
Hastings, M ed  The Oxford Book of Military Anecdotes  OUP  S
Healey, D  The Time of My Life  Penguin  S
Fitzherbert, M  The Man Who Was Greenmantle [Aubrey Herbert]  OUP  S
/Hey, D  The Oxford Guide to Family History  OUP  S
Bullock, A  Hitler  Penguin  S
Hobsbawm, E  Interesting Times  Abacus  S
Hoggart, S  House of Ill Fame  Robson Books  H
Morris, J  Hong Kong: Epilogue to an Empire  Penguin  S
/Hooppmann, K  All Cats Have Asperger Syndrome  Jessica Kingsley  H
Hopwood, M  Singing in Chains  [cynghanedd verse form]  Gomer  (Llandysul)  S
Hopkins, A  Crete  Faber  S
Hoskyns, Sir Edwyn & N Davey  The Riddle of the New Testament  Faber  S
Houston, L  A Stained Glass Raree Show  Allison and Busby  S
/Kempson, E et al.  Hoyle Up-To-Date  Rockliff  H
Humphrys, J  Devil’s Advocate  [British social trends]  Arrow  S
O’Connor, R (tr.)  Icelandic Histories and Romances  Tempus  (Stroud)  S
Gilbert, M  Israel: a History  Black Swan  S
Walker, P  In the Steps of Jesus  Lion Hudson (Oxford)  S
Jackson, H  The Eighteen Nineties  Penguin  S
Cox, M  M R James: an Informal Portrait  OUP  S
James, P  English Book Illustration  Penguin  H
Jenkins, S  A Short History of England  Profile  H
Jennings, P  Next to Oddliness  Max Reinhardt  H
Sebag Montefiore, S  Jerusalem  Weidenfeld and Nicolson  H
Warner, M  Joan of Arc  Penguin  S

Shelf P3
Johnson, B  Friends, Voters, Countrymen  Harper Collins  S
Johnson, B  Have I Got Views for You  Harper  S
Johnson, B  Lend Me Your Ears  Harper  S
/Johnson, B  The Spirit of London  Harper  S [Feb 13]
Johnson, P  The Offshore Islanders  Phoenix  S
/Reid, B  Johnsonian Quizzes  Dr Johnson’s House Trust  S
Jones, R V  Most Secret War  Coronet  S
à Kempis, T  The Imitation of Christ  Fontana  S
Kilvert, F  Kilvert’s Diary  Penguin  S
Kynaston, D  A World to Build  Bloomsbury  S
/Lacey, R  Inside the Kingdom  [Saudi Arabia]  Arrow  S
Lacey, R  The Year 1000  Abacus  S
Morpurgo, J E, ed  Charles Lamb and Elia  Penguin  S
Lane Fox, R  The Unauthorized Version: truth and fiction in the Bible  Penguin  S
/Beard, H  Latin for All Occasions  Harper Collins  H
/Beard, H  Latin for Even More Occasions  Harper Collins  H
Lawson, N  An Appeal to Reason  [climate change]  Duckworth  S
Leary, P  The Punch Brotherhood: Table Talk and Print Culture in Mid-Victorian London  British Library  H
Leigh Fermor, P  Mani  Penguin  S
Cooper, A  Patrick Leigh Fermor  John Murray  S
Letts, Q  Bog-Standard Britain  Constable  H
Letts, Q  50 People Who Bugged Up Britain  Constable  S
Letts, Q  Letts Rip!  Constable  S
Levin, B  Enthusiasms  Coronet  S
Levin, B  The Pendulum Years  Sceptre  S
Levitt, S & S J Dubner  Freakonomics  Penguin  S
/Levitt, S D & S J Dubner  SuperFreakonomics  Allen Lane  H
Lewin, R  Bones of Contention: controversies in the search for human origins  Penguin  S
Lewis, C S  Beyond Personality  Geoffrey Bles  S
Lewis, C S  Fern-Seed and Elephants  Fontana  S
Lewis, C S  Miracles  Geoffrey Bles  H
Muir, F  A Kentish Lad  Corgi Books  S
/Munthe, A  The Story of San Michele  John Murray  S
/Murphy, D  Full Tilt [cycling through Afghanistan]  Reprint Society  H
Naipaul, S  North of South [southern Africa]  Penguin  S
 – Properties of the National Trust 1973  National Trust  S
Neave, A  Saturday at M.I.9  Coronet  S
Mahan, A T  The Life of Nelson  Penguin  S
Warner, O  A Portrait of Lord Nelson  Penguin  S
Newby, E  Love and War in the Appenines  Picador  S
Newby, E  A Short Walk in the Hindu Kush  Pan  S
Newby, E  Something Wholesale  Picador  S
Newby, E  A Traveller’s Life  Picador  S
Newman, J H  Apologia pro Vita Sua  Everyman  S
 – The Nibelungenlied  Penguin  S
English, A C  The Saint Who Would be Santa Claus: the True Life and Trials of Nicholas of Myra  Baylor U P (Waco, Tex.)  H
Nichols, B  Twenty-Five  Penguin  S
Nicholson, V & S Smith  Spend, Spend, Spend  Fontana  S
 – Njal’s Saga  Penguin  S
Nicolson, A  Gentry  Harper Press  S
Nock, O S  Historic Railway Disasters  Arrow  S
/Spark, R  Drive Around Norway  Trafon  H
Norwich, J J  Byzanz  List Taschenbuch (Berlin)  S
Nye, C  Maximum Diner: making it big in Uckfield  Sort of Books  S
Crampton, W G ed  The Orbis Encyclopedia of Flags  Orbis  H
Ortega y Gasset, J  The Revolt of the Masses  W W Norton  S
Orwell, G  The Collected Essays, Journalism and Letters (4 vols [vols 3 & 4 behind])  Penguin  S
Orwell, G  The Road to Wigan Pier  Penguin  S
Owen, G  From Empire to Europe  Harper Collins  H
 – Alden’s Guide to Oxford  Alden  S
Woolley, A R  The Clarendon Guide to Oxford  OUP  S
Packard, V  The Status Seekers  Penguin  S
Parris, M  Chance Witness  Penguin  S
Parris, M & P Mason  Read My Lips  Penguin  S
Patten, C  East and West: the Last Governor of Hong Kong on Power, Freedom and the Future  Macmillan  H
Paxman, J  The English Michael Joseph  H
Paxman, J  Great Britain’s Great War  Penguin  S
Peston, R  Who Runs Britain?  Hodder  S
Ford, B, ed  The Pelican Guide to English Literature, vol. 1  Penguin  S
Williams, W T & G H Savage  The Penguin Problems Book  Penguin  S
Perret, P  Le Café du Pont  Laffont  S
/Phillips, H  The Pan Book of Card Games  Pan  S
Phinn, G  Gervase Phinn’s Mangled English  Dalesman (Skipton)  S
/Phinn, G  A Wayne in a Manger  Penguin  H
Pocock, T  The Terror Before Trafalgar  John Murray  S
/Potter, S  One-Upmanship  Holt, Rinehart and Winston  H
Prebble, J  The Highland Clearances  Penguin  S
Rankin, N  Churchill’s Wizards: the British Genius for Deception 1914–1945  Faber  S
Reed, J  Ten Days That Shook the World  Penguin  S
Reid, P R  The Colditz Story  Coronet  S
von Rezzori, G  The Snows of Yesteryear [childhood in the Bukovina]  Vintage  S
Ridley, M  Genome  Fourth Estate  S

Shelf P5

Roberts, C  Heavy Words, Lightly Thrown [origins of nursery rhymes]  Granta Books  S
Rolt, L T C  Red for Danger: a History of Railway Accidents and Railway Safety  Pan  S
Russell, B  Unpopular Essays  Unwin  S
Osborne, F  The Bolter [life of Idina Sackville]  Virago  S
/Schiffrin, A  The Business of Books  Verso  H
Scott, C  Sleeplessness  Athene Publishing  S
Scott, J M  The Land That God Gave Cain (an Account of H.G. Watkins’s Expedition to Labrador, 1928–9)  Penguin  S

Sebag-Montefiore, H  Enigma: the Cracking of the Code  Cassell  S
/Silberman, S  Neurotribes: the Legacy of Autism  Allen & Unwin  S
Simpson, J  A Mad World, My Masters  Pan  S
Simpson, J  News From No Man’s Land  Pan  S
Simpson, J  Not Quite World’s End  Pan  S
Simpson, J  Strange Places, Questionable People  Pan  S
Sinclair, I  Lights Out for the Territory: 9 Excursions in the Secret History of London  Granta  S
Singh, S  Fermat’s Last Theorem  Fourth Estate  S
Sissons, M & P French, eds  Age of Austerity 1945–51  Penguin  S
Smith, E et al  English Parish Churches  Thames & Hudson  S
/Smith, M  The Emperor’s Codes  Bantam Press  H
Snell, R  St Christopher School 1915–1975  Aldine Press  S
Sobel, D  Galileo’s Daughter  Fourth Estate  S
Sobel, D  Longitude  Fourth Estate  S
/Sobel, D & A C Klein  Arthritis  Robinson  S
Speede, J  Map of the Invasions of England, Wales & Ireland  Olde Map Company  S
Spence, J D  The Death of Woman Wang  Weidenfeld and Nicolson  H
Spence, J D  Treason by the Book [plot against a Ch’ing emperor]  Penguin  S
Spence, L  The Mysteries of Britain  Senate  S
Spencer, N  The Evolution of the West: How Christianity has Shaped our Values  SPCK  S
Sproule, A  The Social Calendar  Blandford Press  H
– Stanley Gibbons’ Postage Stamp Catalogue 1953, Part I: British Empire  Stanley Gibbons Ltd  H
Thomas, J  The Story of George Stephenson  OUP  H
/Stevens, K  Party Games for All Occasions  Ward, Lock  H
Stevenson, R L  An Inland Voyage + Travels with a Donkey in the Cévennes  Gordon Martin  H
Stoppard, T  Every Good Boy Deserves Favour + Professional Foul  Faber  S
Strachey, L  Eminent Victorians  Penguin  S
Street, A G  Farmer’s Glory  Penguin  S
Summerscale, K  The Suspicions of Mr Whicher  Bloomsbury  S
Taylor, L  The Laurie Taylor Guide to Higher Education  Butterworth Heinemann  S
Taylor, L  Professor Lapping Sends His Apologies  Trentham Books (Stoke-on-Trent)  S
Taylor, L  The Tuesday Evening Time Immemorial Committee  Trentham Books (Stoke-on-Trent)  S
Hollingshead, I, ed.  Has the World Gone Completely Mad...? Unpublished Letters to the Daily Telegraph  Aurum Press  H

Theroux, P  Riding the Iron Rooster: by train through China  Penguin  S
Thoreau, H D  Walden + Civil Disobedience  New American Library  S
Freeman, S  Rinkagale: the Rise and Fall of Jeremy Thorpe  Bloomsbury  S
Gregory, K ed  The First Cuckoo: Letters to The Times  Allen and Unwin  H
Gregory, K ed  The Third Cuckoo: More Classic Letters to The Times  Allen and Unwin  H
Mitchell, I  The Cost of a Reputation [re Tolstoy–Macmillan Libel Case]  Canongate  S
Tracy, H  Silk Hats and No Breakfast  Penguin  S
Tribe, S, compiler The All-New University Challenge Quiz Book Quadrille H
Truss, L Talk to the Hand Profile Books H
Daily Telegraph Flood in October and November 2000 Telegraph Books S
Vambery, A The Life and Adventures of Arminius Vambery Elibron (n.p.) S
Varoufakis, Y Adults in the Room: My Battle with Europe’s Deep Establishment Bodley Head H
Vermes, G Jesus the Jew SCM Press S
Dimbleby, J The Prince of Wales Warner Books S
Waln, N The House of Exile Penguin S
Cooper, J The Queen’s Agent: Francis Walsingham at the court of Elizabeth I Faber S [Feb 13]
– Alfred Watkins’ Kent Logaston Press (Goonton) S
Watson, P The German Genius Simon and Schuster H
Waugh, A Will This Do? Arrow S
Sykes, C Evelyn Waugh Penguin S
Welchman, G The Hut Six Story: breaking the Enigma codes McGraw Hill H

Shelf P6
Wellum, G First Light Penguin S
Werner, E T C Ancient Tales and Folklore of China Studio Editions S
Wharton, M The Missing Will + A Dubious Codicil Hogarth Press S
Wheatcroft, A The Enemy at the Gate [Turks invade Europe] Bodley Head H
Wheen, F How Mumbo-Jumbo Conquered the World Harper S
Which?, Which? Way to Save and Invest Hodder and Stoughton S
Johnson, W Gilbert White Macdonald Futura S
Brickell, C ed Encyclopedia of Gardening Dorling Kindersley H
Brickell, C ed Encyclopedia of Garden Plants (2 vols) Dorling Kindersley H
Wasley, J Games for Two Proteus (New York) S
Williams, K Masquerade Cape H
Minchin, H C ed The Legion Book Cassell H
Booker, C The Booker Quiz Routledge S
Eldin, P The Essential Quiz Book Parragon (Bath) S
/Morris, D Catwatching Dealerfield H
Steers, J A The Coast of England and Wales in Pictures CUP H
Elliott, R Oscar Wilde Penguin S
Wildeblood, P Against the Law Penguin S
Williams, E The Tunnel Fontana S
Williams, R Tokens of Trust Canterbury Press (Norwich) H
Drabble, M Angus Wilson Minerva S
White, T H The Age of Scandal Penguin S
Williams, R Choose Life [Archbishop’s sermons] Bloomsbury S
Wilson, E The Dead Sea Scrolls 1947–1969 Fontana S
Wilson, E To the Finland Station Fontana S
Wilson, I The Turin Shroud Penguin S
Wilson, R Four Colours Suffice Allen Lane H
Winder, S Danubia Picador S
Winder, S Germania Picador H
Wright, G N Turnpike Roads Shire Publications (Botley) S
Wullschlager, J Inventing Wonderland Methuen S
Harrison, F Guide Book to York Minster Dean and Chapter of York Minster H
Young, E One of Our Submarines Penguin S
Canter, J The Rev. Diaries Michael Joseph H
Forsyth, F The Deceiver Bantam Press H
Forsyth, F The Negotiator BCH H
Grisham, J  The Client  Quality Paperbacks Direct  S
Grisham, J  The Last Juror  Century  S
James, P D  The Lighthouse  Faber  S
Mankell, H  The Return of the Dancing Master  Harvill  S
Mankell, H  The Man Who Smiled  Harvill  S
  The Oldie Annual 2012  Oldie Publications  H
Phinn, G  The Heart of the Dales  Michael Joseph  H
Rushdie, S  The Satanic Verses  Viking  H
Schulman, J N  Alongside Night  Crown Publishers  H

UPSTAIRS

In leftmost bookcase, after fiction:
Aldiss, B  Bury My Heart at W H Smith’s  Coronet  S
Allen, C  Tales from the Dark Continent  Futura  S
Allen, C  Plain Tales from the Raj  Futura  S
Allen, C  Tales from the South China Seas  Futura  S
Allott, K, ed  English Poetry 1918-60  Penguin  S
Ambler, E  The Ability to Kill  NEL  S
Asquith, M  Autobiography (2 vols)  Penguin  S
Armstrong, H C  Grey Wolf [life of Atatürk]  Penguin  S
de Beer, G R  Escape to Switzerland  Penguin  S
Bemelmans, L  Hotel Bemelmans  Ebury  S
Bennett, Arnold  The Journals  Penguin  S
Bracken, P  I Try to Behave Myself  Fawcett (Greenwich, Conn.)  S
Brickhill, P  The Dam Busters  Pan  S
Brickhill, P  Escape or Die  Pan  S
Brickhill, P  The Great Escape  Sheridan  S
Brickhill, P  Reach for the Sky  Ballantine  S
Brittain, V  Testament of Experience  Fontana  S
Brittain, V  Testament of Friendship  Fontana  S
Rolt, L T C  Isambard Kingdom Brunel  Pelican  S
Chapman, F A  Watkins’ Last Expedition  Penguin  S
Chapman, O M  Across Lapland  Penguin  S
Cherry-Garrard, A  The Worst Journey in the World (2 vols.)  Penguin  S
Ward, M G K  Chesterton  Penguin  S
Chichester, F  The Lonely Sea and the Sky  Pan  S
Churchill, W S  My African Journey  New English Library  S
Cobbett, W  Rural Rides  Penguin  S
Cockburn, C  I, Claud ...  Penguin  S
Collis, M  Siamese White  Penguin  S
Collis, M  Trials in Burma  Penguin  S
Connolly, C  Enemies of Promise  Penguin  S
Corbett, J  Man-Eaters of Kumaon  Penguin  S
Critchley, J  Westminster Blues  Futura  S
Tomalin, N & R Hall  The Strange Voyage of Donald Crowhurst  Penguin  S
Defoe, D  A Tour Through the Whole Island of Great Britain  Penguin  S
Dodd, C H  The Founder of Christianity  Fontana  S
Durrell, G  The Bafut Beagles  Penguin  S
Durrell, G  The Corfu Trilogy  Penguin  S
Durrell, G  The Drunken Forest  Penguin  S
Durrell, G  Fillets of Plaice  Fontana  S
Durrell, G Menagerie Manor Penguin S
Durrell, G Three Singles to Adventure Penguin S
Durrell, L The Greek Islands Faber S
Lord Elton It Occurs to Me Collins S
Fleming, P Brazilian Adventure Penguin S
Fleming, P One's Company Penguin S
Gollancz, V A Year of Grace Penguin S
Goolden, J The Taste of Wine BBC S
Gordon, J & C Two Vagabonds in Montenegro Penguin S
Graves, R Goodbye to All That Penguin S
Greenwood, W There Was a Time Penguin S
Gregory of Tours The History of the Franks Penguin S
Grigg, J 1943 Methuen S
Grisham, J The Innocent Man Arrow S
Harrer, H Seven Years in Tibet Pan S
Hartley, M & J Ingilby The Yorkshire Dales Dent S
Hastings, Sir Patrick Cases in Court Pan S
Sellar, W C & R Y Yeatman 1066 and All That Penguin S

In this and other bookcases, about 600 small-format (mainly paperback) fiction titles

Not yet shelved:

Wilson, A N Victoria: a Life Atlantic Books H
Eliot, G Scenes of Clerical Life William Blackwood H
de Hamel, C Meetings with Remarkable Manuscripts Allen Lane H
Crane, N The Making of the British Landscape Weidenfeld & Nicolson H
Swift, J Gulliver's Travels Gawthorn H
Hart, I Arts and Crafts Objects Manchester U P S
MacLean, S, ed & tr History and Politics in Late Carolingian and Ottonian Europe: the Chronicle of Regino of Prüm and Adalbert of Magdeburg Manchester U P S

endit